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A view of the Grand Canyon, Arizona in this April 1, 2007 file photo.
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A coalition of U.S. environmental groups has followed through on its threat to sue the U.S. government

for approving a Canadian-owned uranium mine close to Arizona's iconic Grand Canyon - a project

slammed as a serious risk to "one of our nation's treasures."

The U.S. Center for Biological Diversity, Sierra Club and Grand Canyon Trust had filed notice in

September that unless the U.S. federal Bureau of Land Management ordered an updated environmental

review of the proposed mine, they would block the project in court.

But with Toronto-based Denison Mines poised to move ahead with its Arizona operation, mine

opponents formally launched their lawsuit last week, alleging that uranium extraction could contaminate

creeks and rivers in the nearby Grand Canyon National Park.

The groups argue the U.S. agency has applied outdated regulations and ignored new scientific data in

permitting Denison's mine, which is located within a 400,000-hectare buffer zone declared off-limits to

new mining operations in a July order issued by the U.S. Department of the Interior, which oversees

the land bureau.
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Denison's mine is exempt from the order because it received initial vetting decades ago under previous

ownership. But the Sierra Club and its allies argue the land bureau has followed an "illegal course" of

approvals and must revisit a 1988 environmental assessment because a songbird, the southwestern

willow flycatcher, and four kinds of fish - all native to the Colorado River that cuts through the canyon -

have since been added to the U.S. endangered species list.

"The Bureau of Land Management's refusal to redo outdated environmental reviews is as illegal as it is

unethical," Taylor McKinnon, a campaigner with the Washington-based Center for Biological Diversity,

said in a statement.

"It should be eager to protect the Grand Canyon and its endangered species; instead, it has chosen to

shirk environmental review on behalf of the uranium industry."

Denison Mines president Ron Hochstein told Canwest News Service in September that the planned

mine poses no harm to the famous geological wonder or its animal residents.

"We're within 10 or 15 miles of the north rim of the Grand Canyon," Hochstein said at the time. "We're

in that general district. But geologically and everything, it's so separate, that some of the allegations

they are making are not even feasible."

Hochstein said the idea that the mine - dubbed Arizona 1 - threatens the Grand Canyon ecosystem

can't be justified "by any stretch of the imagination" because of the site's distance from the park and

planned environmental protection measures.

"This mine was originally permitted in the late '80s," he said. "This is not a case of a new mine."

Denison Mines is not targeted by the lawsuit. But the environmental groups contend that Bureau of

Land Management has failed to recognize that "renewed uranium development threatens to degrade

wildlife habitat and industrialize now-wild and iconic landscapes bordering the park."

They also argue that uranium mining "threatens to deplete and contaminate aquifers that discharge into

Grand Canyon National Park and the Colorado River," noting the U.S. Park Service has occasionally

issued warnings against drinking from canyon creeks due to elevated uranium levels.

"The Grand Canyon, other public lands, and native peoples are still suffering from the impacts of past

uranium mining activities," Sierra Club campaigner Sandy Bahr said in the group's statement. "We need

to ensure that we do not repeat that history and allow harm to one of our nation's treasures or to the

millions of people who enjoy the lands and rely on the water."
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